Abstract Let h(4>) be the topological entropy of a real continuous flow ^ on a compact metric space X Introducing an equivalent definition for the topological entropy on an expansive real flow enables us to investigate the topological entropies of mutually conjugate expansive flows and estimate the periodic orbits of an expansive flow which has the pseudo-orbit tracing property
Introduction
In this paper we assume that the spaces are compact metric spaces, and (X, <j>) denotes a continuous real flow [le <f> X x R -> X continuous and <f>(x, t + s) = 4>(<j){x, t), s)] Write <f>, for the homeomorphism of X defined by $,(x) = (/>(x, t) <{> is called h-expanswe if there is an e > 0 so that the set (t>Ax) = {yeX,d{<t> s y,<j> s x)<E for all s > 0 } has zero topological entropy for each x e X It is obvious that every expansive flow is /i-expansive [4] For E, F c X we say that E (t, S)-spans F (with respect to <t>), if for each xe F, there is an e e E so that d{<f> s e, <j> s x) < 5 for all 0 < 5< t Let r t (F, 8) = r, (F, 8, <f>) denote the minimum cardinality of a set which (t, 5)-spans F If F is compact, then the continuity of <j> guarantees r, (F, 8) By Lemma 1 in [2] these limits exist and are equal In fact the topological entropy of a flow 4> equals the topological entropy of the homeomorphism <j> l , and more generally h((f> t ) = |f|/i(</>,) For more details see [2] (0 1) Standing hypothesis We shall assume throughout the remainder of the paper that <f> is a continuous real flow on a compact metric space X without fixed points Let / be any interval of real numbers containing the origin A reparametnzation of / is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism (increasing) from / onto its image fixing the origin Define Rep (/) to be the set of all reparametnzations of / Given a continuous real flow (X, <j>) and e > 0 For x e X and y > e define U(t, x, y) = {yeX, d(<f> aM y, <£ s x)<y for some a e R e p ( / ) and all 0 < s < f} Let
U(t,x,e)= H U(t,x,y)
We will show later that U(t, x,e) is closed in X For E c X and 5 > 0 we say that E {t, S)-weakly spans X (with respect to </>), if for each x e X, there exist e e E and a £ Rep [0, t] y) < 5 for all s e R = (-oo, oo) and a pair of points x, y e X and a continuous map a U->U with a(0) = 0, then y = <f> s x, where \s\< e Lemma 1 in [5] shows that the study of flows with the expansive property can be reduced to those without fixed points Let (X, <f>) be a continuous real flow Given 5, a > 0, a (5, a)-chain is a collection of sequences ({*,},{*,}) so that t,>a and d{<j> t x,, x l+l )<8 for all integer i. The definition of a (<£, a)-pseudo-orbit is the same as that of a (5, a)-chain [8] , [9] Let ({x,}, {<,}) be a (5, a)-pseudo orbit The following notation will be standard throughout this paper If/(x) =/(x') for x, x'e E, the triangle inequality implies that
for some a, -yeRep[0, t] and for all 0 < s < f By taking u = y(s), we get
and by taking u = a(s), we get
As £ is a ((1 -\)t,8)-strongly separated set, we clearly have x = x' Thus cardinality of E is less than or equal to the cardinality of F, and so 5 (I _ A) ,(X, 5) < R,(X, 5/2) Since this lemma is a version of Lemma 1 in [2] , the rest follows by a slightly modified version of the proof of that lemma This lemma shows these limits 
(t, x, e) is a closed subset of Xfor every xeX and
Proof Given A > 0 choose y satisfying Lemma 1 2 with respect to A Take any 0 < e < y Now for / > 0 and x e X we want to show U(t, x, e) is a closed subset of X Let {y n } be any sequence in U(t, x, e) and assume {y n } converges to y in X Then there exists a sequence {a n } of reparametnzations on [0, t] such that rf(<A a ,,( S )>' n ,<M) s >' f o r a l l O < i < r , and e < A < y Using Lemma 1 2 we know that ( 1 -A ) s < a n ( s ) < ( l + A)S Therefore for any £ > 0 , there exists a positive integer M such that This means that yeU(t,x,e) For x € X and y > 0, define
W(t, x, y) = {yeX, d(4> aU) y, <t> s x)s y for some a e R e p [ -f , t)
and for all -f < s < t}, and let
W(t,x,e)=n W(t,x,y)
Using a similar argument as above ( Proposition 1 
(y) = {u € X, d((f> r u, <t> r y)<y-e for O==r<s} Then V(y) is a neighbourhood of y and [7(s, u, e ) c U(s,y, y ) c N(y) for every we V(y) Let V(y,), V(y 2 ), , V(y n )
cover the compact space X and take 7"> max{T Vi 
(w+ t)-a(t) It is obvious that ye Rep [0, s -t] and for 0 ^ w < s -t we have
This means that ^o ( , , j e t/(s-f, (/>,x, e) Using Lemma 1 2 we know that (1 -A)f < and this finishes the proof of this lemma 
there exists a set Q which [(s-T ) ( l -A ) + T, 8]-spans U(s, x, e) and cardQ<c exp [(a + j8)s(l + A)]
Proof In [7] Ohno investigated topological entropies of mutually conjugate flows as Theorem 1 This theorem is proved in [7] using a measure theoretical point of view As an application of Theorem A one can introduce a different and easier proof for the following theorem which is stronger than Theorem 1 in [7] , but under an extra assumption We recall that the flows (X, $) and (Y, ij/) are conjugate (topological conjugate) if there is a homeomorphism y from X onto Y mapping orbits of <j> onto orbits of i / > with preserved orientation 
